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Dear Readers,
“The cheapest energy is the energy that never gets consumed”. For
everyone concerned with energy-efficiency, this aphorism is both a truism
and a great challenge. “Non-consumption” must, ultimately, be fitted in to
the business-development plan – and more economical machines and systems, and optimised processes, are not to be had for free. Every manager
is therefore confronted with the dichotomy between investing his budget
primarily in his core business, or in energy-saving provisions. In view of the
fact that even provisions which would pay for themselves within just two
years are frequently not implemented, the decision, in reality, is obviously
taken at the cost of efficiency.
This can be bemoaned – or turned into solid business. Although many
companies do not consider energy-efficiency to be their core concern, there
are other players who do most certainly see it as their primary task. Contracting on the heat market – the user pays for heating energy, and not for
the fuel – can, equally, also serve as an example for the electricity market.
Companies can also benefit, above and beyond efficiency provisions, by
making their electricity consumption more flexible: in the future, those who
can tailor their production to the prevailing weather will also be able to benefit from low electricity prices and avoid high ones. The reason: power from
new wind and solar-energy installations is even now cheaper than from new
coal- and gas-fired power plants. The electricity system will therefore primarily utilise wind and solar power in the future. Both are, by their very nature,
dependent on the weather, and the same will therefore increasingly apply to
electricity costs – market prices will fall in times of plentiful wind and sun.
The importance of greater efficiency in the field of electricity for the
major “Energiewende” (energy turnaround) project can scarcely be overstated. Kilowatt hours that are not consumed also do not need to be generated or transmitted. Fewer power-transmission lines and fewer power plants
will therefore suffice – and this will cut the costs of the energy turnaround
and benefit everyone.
What is important now is that the ideas and concepts necessary for
this be translated into reality. The federal government’s Energy-Efficiency
Plan of Action scheduled for the autumn of 2014 is the right context for this.
Everyone convinced of the importance of energy-efficiency should actively
contribute to its drafting and its enactment.

Dr. Patrick Graichen
Director of Agora Energiewende
innovation & energy 3 | 2014
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Energy
knowledge
EnergyAgency.NRW’s new “Things worth
knowing about energy” brochure provides
citizens with information on the entire planning process for a wind-energy installation,
from its conception and planning right
through to construction.

“Schools and Wind“ awards
At the Odysseum, in Cologne, NRW climate minister Johannes Remmel recently
handed over a mini wind-power installation to the first four winning schools at
the concluding ceremony of the “Schools
and Wind“ competition. The winners were
the Marien-Grundschule Rorup primary
school, in Dorsten, the Kranichschule, in
Duisburg, the Alexanderschule, in Raesfeld, and the Pictorius Berufskolleg vocational training college in Coesfeld. A total
of fifty-five schools of all levels participated in the competition. “This competition showed us that there is a great need
in schools to incorporate current energy

turnaround and climate-protection topics
into teaching“, Remmel noted. The competition, organised by EnergyAgency.NRW, is
intended to raise the awareness of teaching staff and pupils concerning renewable
energy sources, and the subject of wind
power, in particular.

www.schulen-machen-wind.de

www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17800

AHEEEHAPKFDEFEMHIKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEGEHJPMCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGKGECFOEEKOKJODMMHHJCFOACPDO
HHLDKNFPPOFEDDOKIIKENGBHLEKEJ
PLEOEBFPJPFBPGAFDBJIMCOKLBMPM
MNNNFNEPCCGFNDIAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCFJPBFGOBBGGHDHDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPHHPPPPPPPHHPHHPPPP

AHEEEHAPDNPABOCCMPEGAMBAKCHONPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNCIPBHJOJKAGILIHMCBPFPBNFFFNB
JCIPPLFAFPJBDIGNBMGMLLGDDPANBBPMJNJEF
JBPPNGFHIHDFDIADDLFNMFPCBPMEJIGJOKMMF
CNCBPLFIMNKHGMMINBHIJBKFKFOJLAFMGMBLF
JFGLPDFAKLDGNOMLOCJPMNDKEHCINBFMBDDKE
PANJFNFJPLKAHJDIHFJPIJPDFDAGDGBPOFMMM
MFNFFNEHBCJPAFIKBKOKBCHJHDHLAHFHAKHOE
APBBBPAPOLPGLFKNAALPBFBMFFDFCCCFGKDLE
HHHHHHHPPPPHHHPHPPPHPPHPPPPPHPPPPHPPH

Model CHP council:
The jury’s decision
The winning municipalities in the NRW
climate-protection ministry’s “CHP model
municipality” competition have been announced. The jury of experts selected the
following six competing municipalities:
Bad Laasphe, Iserlohn, Krefeld, and Saerbeck, plus the joint concepts submitted by
Ostbevern/Telgte and Solingen/Wuppertal/Remscheid. The state government of
NRW aims to actively promote the expansion of combined heat+power generation
(CHP) as a contribution to the energy turn-
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around in the state, and climate-protection
minister Johannes Remmel therefore announced the “CHP model municipality”
competition, via which municipal projects
are to be sponsored to a total of 25 million
euros, in late 2012. Some fifty-one municipalities submitted forty-eight project proposals, and twenty-one highly promising
concepts were selected to enter the final
round of the competition.
The six selected municipalities will be
able to submit the corresponding applications for financing once the EU has replenished the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF) at the end of this year. The
state will then support them in the implementation of their particular concept by
means, inter alia, of a co-ordinating body

operating from the offices of EnergyAgency.NRW (Sabine Schneider) and the ETN
project backer (Dr. Manfred Wilms).
CHP’s share of total electricity generation is to be increased to not less than 25
per cent by 2020. As a study conducted on
behalf of the climate-protection ministry
and EnergyAgency.NRW shows, it would
be possible in theory to save 35 per cent
of CO2 emissions and 35 per cent of feed
materials using CHP in NRW. The winning
concepts are to be presented at the CHP
Forum in Düsseldorf on 25 September.
AHEEEHAPEEIGGLAIFFIODPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPILBOJKJPFDBKEPBNFFFNB
IELHKGFECLFKGMNABFMLJBEGKGGMD
EIAAMHFGOLDGEJPNIAIDILFIOLPMM
CAJEOBFLFHKELGCJJMCDLNPNFOPJI
MFNNFNEPIABCIHJHCMPPAHFHANEEC
APBBBPAPKBKDINICLOMIDFCEBDPGJ
HHHHHHHPPHHPHHHPPHHPPPHPHHPHP

www.kwk.nrw.de
innovation & energy 3 | 2014

CHP in a
hypermarket

Geo-T Expo
in Essen
The Messe Essen exhibition organisation is
to host the international geothermal industry’s forum, for the second time, from 11 to
13 November 2014. The focus will be both
on new technologies and innovations, and
international markets. Particular attention
is directed this year to Kenya, Ethiopia and
Tanzania in East Africa, since the soil of
this region harbours enormous geological potential. The Geo-T industrial fair also
provides forums on building management
and on potentials for the use of geothermal
energy by municipalities.
AHEEEHAPHAIDJKBHBCFIFPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBPELJLEHNPBGIPBNFFFNB
NCADBBFCPBLMBBIGIPHPPPIFAKJOD
DLOGCEFBCMNEDPCHDAKCADKPLKHBC
PMLDKHFMMKPOLFDAFPJLGHIELCHKK
MFNNNNEHAEKGNMMFCHBIAHFHAKHGC
APBBBPAPAIKFALDLKJGICGEDEBHEP
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPHPPHPPPHPPHPHPP

In the context of its CHP.NRW campaign,
EnergyAgency.NRW has now published
two new brochures aimed at specific target groups. The new titles focus on combined heat+power generation as a smart
supply solution for companies and care
institutions. The brochures are available
immediately on the campaign’s www.kwkfür-nrw.de homepage. Two new project-data sheets concerning a micro gas-turbine
in Brühl and a CHP plant unit in a hypermarket in Düsseldorf can also be downloaded from this address.

AHEEEHAPNDFFEDNCDBGEJPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBPFOECEPMOAKEPBNFFFNB
IHLJHOFNCGBCEJKCCKGDADLABMDKI
FCPMEDFILDLGLGOFKDNGMPJMIOLPA
MIEABFFFAHEJMMNMGOIHGPLBILJGJ
MNFFNFEPDFMBBIIILEKEAHFHAGLKB
APBBBPAPGKAPEFJHJKGFGDHAHMPAM
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPHPHHPHPHPHHPHP

www.kwk-für-nrw.de

Emissions
trading
Jochen Flasbarth (right), Undersecretary
of State at the federal environmental ministry, and Rainer van Loon, of EnergyAgency.
NRW, exchanged technical opinions at the
Carbon Expo, in Cologne. This fair concentrated on international emissions trading,
which is currently coming under fire from
many quarters. A surplus of certificates has
led to a fall in the price of a tonne of CO2
to around five euros – too little to provide
any incentive for energy-efficiency action.
There are glimmers of hope on the voluntary market, however.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
17848

Study: Saving energy
top, style a flop

www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17801

New
vehicle
Germans prefer energy-efficient equipment when building a house. This, at least,
was the result of a representative E.ON energy study. Only 4 per cent of the 30- to
40-year-olds questioned said that a stylish
interior is important. Energy-saving electrical appliances are very much “in”, on the
other hand.

www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17676
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AHEEEHAPEKONKLBFJFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIGEKMLIPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBNBJBFHFDPFOGDPADCJNFABNFCMD
FLGMNBFAKBADGPKFNHPLIJEIOLPLM
CADLBOFAAAEMDBJKGOMGKNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEHAIACIPNPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKCAGHKHBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPHPHHPHP

AHEEEHAPKFDBBEMIAKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEKAHJHMCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NCIGEGFNHEGNGJKEHMHHLCFOACPDO
AFDDPOFPPKEMDGOCIIKENGBHLEKEJ
PPDIMBFKEHNHHOMFDBJIMCOKLBMPM
MNNNFNEPCCHNNHKAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCFFNMFOOBBGGHDHDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPPPPPPHHPHHPPPP

CHP market
survey

EnergyAgency.NRW is testing a fuelcell vehicle. A Daimler F-CELL from the
Clean Energy Partnership’s vehicle pool
has been in operation since the summer.
Based on the Mercedes-Benz B Class, it incorporates a fuel cell with an output of 100
kW. Its 3.7 kg tank of hydrogen, stored at
700 bar, permits a range of just on 400 km.

Further information:
koch@energieagentur.nrw.de

AHEEEHAPNNNJBOHDOMBJNMOENPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBLADMLBGMOMGICALIPBNFFFNB
PHNODPFIAGGNAGMOODJPFDGAHBMAHPDMP
HMKICKFDPEDOFONJEPKDJMHMJKEPGMJIH
PDKOBGFLGBHCEJCALGEHEEBMHJHHHPPNP
MAINPFFFPPNGMHHEAGKAGOIHGIEAGJNIH
MNFFFNEHLBEOAOFEBGAPFDGHAHFHAJPFG
APBBBPAPGBOIEMJIDANLJOHIHGBGABNLP
HHHHHHHPPPPPPHHHHHPHHHHPHPHHPHPPH

Interested companies, institutions, associations and research institutes in the
CHP sector can spotlight their products
and services in the combined heat+power
generation online market survey. Energy
Agency.NRW’s aim here is to provide an
overview of the industry to accompany its
“CHP.NRW - Heat Joins Power” campaign.
The market survey will go online in the autumn. A registration form for an entry in it
can be found on the campaign homepage.

www.kwk-für-nrw.de
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Three steps to
sustainability
Energy-efficiency within companies sounds simple
– what company could afford to ignore the dictates
of efficient energy management and simply let the
energy meters chatter round without a care? But
practical experience shows: energy-efficiency is no
easy matter. While the expansion of renewable energy sources forges ahead, advancing “miles” in some
cases, every inch must be fought for in the field of efficiency. As Wolfgang Frerich, HSE engineer at fibres
producer DRALON, of Dormagen, can recount.

D

RALON GmbH took up the topic
of sustainability as early as 2009,
and has covered a good distance
since then. Companies can find the climate-policy framework in the EU’s Energy Efficiency Directive (EU-EnEff-RL), for
instance. Companies – the main target
group – must act, however, if this directive is to become reality. The road to the efficient “Green Economy” for them passes
through three stages.
The 1st step: Energy consulting
Qualified energy-efficiency consulting
provides the solid basis for optimisation

of corporate energy costs. The federal
economics ministry’s “Energy-consulting
for small and medium-sized enterprises”
promotion programme provides precisely
these companies with an easy entry route
to this topic.
The focus of the advice given is on the
identification of savings potentials and opportunities for action. Low-interest loans
from the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau
(KfW) bank are available, on the one hand,
for implementation of the recommended
provisions, while the NRW.Bank can provide its “NRW.Bank.Effizienzkredit” loan,
➜
on the other hand.

Industry and commerce alone
consume 61 per cent of Germany’s
electricity. The German Energy
Agency estimates potential savings
in the industrial sector at a good 20
per cent.
61 %

20 %

Lord of the production shop:
Wolfgang Frerich is responsible
for efficiency at DRALON.
innovation & energy 3 | 2014
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Filament or “fine
thread”: Fibres
production and
boosting efficiency are both
precision work.

The 2nd step: Energy management
Energy-efficiency is also evolving into an
important competitive advantage. The essential factors here are tax concessions,
reduction of or even exemption from surcharges (RESA) and promotional funding.
Companies wishing to exploit these benefits optimally need to take everything on
board: energy-controlling, rational use of
energy, best possible energy purchasing.
Lasting success is achieved only when
individual provisions generate complete
improvement cycles, however. The PDCA
(plan-do-check-act) cycle serves as the example here. Under it, savings targets are
systematically pursued, implemented and
actually attained. The incorporation of this
process into corporate strategy ultimately
results in: energy management. Certification in conformity to DIN EN ISO 50001 is
also an option.
EnergyAgency.NRW’s mod.EEM
(modular energy-efficiency model) pilot
project demonstrated that it is indeed possible to boost efficiency quickly. Energy

consumption in companies which have introduced a standardised energy-management system (EnMS) subsequently drops
by an average of 10 per cent. EnergyAgency.NRW has set up a wide-ranging Internet
platform for mod.EEM, in order to smooth
the path from “planning” to “acting”.
The 3rd step: Carbon Footprint
The corporate carbon footprint (CCF) is a
useful instrument for market players such
as DRALON aiming to position themselves
proactively on “sustainability”. The CCF
adds the greenhouse-gas emissions and
resources management components to
energy controlling, and compiles the relevant corporate information. Companies
know that “What you cannot measure, you
cannot manage”, and take a systematic
stride toward sustainability by means of
their CCF.

www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17808
AHEEEHAPDFBHJCADOKFAMPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNDFLJLACNPBGIPBNFFFNB
NGLINNFBDMHNCBEFNPHPLCMNIKNDH
GAPDNMFBLKFEDEKCKIKKJGDHLCOEL
HOODIFFIOPJOLHBFHNJJFCKGLAFPI
MFFNNNEHBFPGNIIAGHBIAHFHAKDDG
APBBBPAPOFLKFLKODBGADDFDEJOBG
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPHPPHPPPHPPHPHPP
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Corporate Carbon Footprint

A

nyone studying his or her company’s CO 2 footprint (CCF) needs to
be familiar with energy data and
corporate processes and – above all – not
to be in the least afraid of abbreviations.
Dr. Bernd Kimpfel, of RUWEL International
GmbH, possesses exactly these qualities.
As head of the safety, health and environment (SHE) department, he is also a driving force in the sustainable development
of this Geldern-based printed-circuitboard (PCB) manufacturer. “In our field,
customers’ wishes are just as important
as legal requirements and standards. Despite the fact that there has, up to now,
been no legal obligation to determine CCF,
RUWEL is receiving more and more enquiries from customers concerning the
amount of greenhouse gases released
during production of its PCBs”, reports
Kimpfel.

innovation & energy 3 | 2014

Awareness that climate-protection
and emissions reduction are becoming
strategic topics is also growing at other companies. In England, for example,
stock-market-quoted companies are even
now required to disclose their CO2 emissions. And sustainability, in the form of a
CO2 footprint, is also in demand – and demanded – in the automotive sub-supply
sector, in chemicals and in logistics. Since
the EU enacted limits for emissions from
all vehicles in Europe, the topic of CO 2
has become relevant throughout the entire upstream production chain. And, not
least in order of importance, numerous
major corporations publish their emissions in voluntary initiatives, such as the
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP). To assure their own clarity, such companies also
need their subsuppliers’ data. The report
on greenhouse-gas emissions (GGE) is, in

fact, already a regular, if not always totally
popular, obligation for a large range of German companies.
➜

What is a CCF?
A Corporate Carbon Footprint
(CCF) adds up all greenhouse-gas
emissions by a company within a
certain period and within defined
system limits. DIN EN ISO 14064,
Part 1, describes all the sub-operations necessary for determination of a company’s own “personal” CO 2 footprint. The Greenhouse
Gas Protocol is an internationally
acknowledged guideline for the
quantification and management of
greenhouse-gas emissions at organisation level.

9
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Dr. Bernd Kimpfel
(RUWEL) in the PCB
production shop

Emissions Scopes 1 to 3 apply.
Scope 1 covers direct greenhouse-gas
emissions from facilities as a result of the
company’s own business activities in the
narrower sense. For example:
■ primary-energy sources, such as
natural gas, fuel oil, gasoline, diesel
fuel or coal directly consumed within
the company
■ Direct greenhouse-gas emissions
from the production process, such as
direct CO2 emissions from the production of cement, for example
Scope 2 (indirect emissions) is made
up of the greenhouse gases resulting from
the provision of heat and electricity by an
external supplier.
Scope 3 (other indirect emissions)
summarises, for example, emissions resulting from commuter and business
travel, waste, and transportation by third
parties.
A German guideline for climatic reporting has been developed under the auspices of the CDP as part of the country’s
national climate-protection initiative. Renowned NRW companies, such as Ostendorf GmbH (paint production in Coesfeld)
and SolarWorld AG, of Bonn, were actively
involved in the drafting work.

10

What is the CDP?
The Carbon Disclosure Project
(CDP) is a non-profit organisation
aimed at achieving publication of
relevant corporate, and also municipal, environmental data. The CDP
collects basic data and information
on CO2 emissions, climate risks, and
reduction targets and strategies
from companies once each year.

Climatic reporting:
The German guidelines for the “Climatic
reporting” project aim at facilitating the
reporting of emissions data and climate
strategies for companies. They are orientated around existing (inter-) national
standards and apply to all industries.
Regional pilot project
EnergyAgency.NRW is currently working
on a pilot project for companies domiciled
here, abbreviating its title as customary
in industry to “CCF.NRW”. The project is
based on experience and results compiled by EnergyAgency.NRW energy consultants from a large number of technical
discussions on energy-management systems (or “EnMS”, for short) with energy-

intensive companies. As Thomas Gentzow, of EnergyAgency.NRW, notes: “For
companies which have already acquired
their data in useful form via an energymanagement system, the next step, to a
CCF, is relatively short. The ‘footprint’ is
simply the expression of a living and evolving energy-management system”.
The aim of the pilot project is that of
guiding companies step-by-step to the
drafting of a CCF using a standardised procedure, and then integrating the CCF into
existing business processes. Greenhousegas accounting, for example, can be continued without restriction, and emissions
steadily reduced. The project sees itself
as an initial paving stone on the road to
sustainable corporate management. It is
intended, in addition, to enable companies
to perform valid emissions reporting in the
future. And, a beneficial side-effect: extra
credit for energy-efficiency and competitiveness.
The project is addressed initially to
around fifteen selected, energy-intensive
companies, who will receive advisory services from EnergyAgency.NRW for one
year. Step-by-step instructions, complete
with corresponding documents, checklists and questionnaires are then available for them via an Internet platform.
These companies will thus be optimally
“coached” up to a validation/verification
of the data in accordance with DIN EN ISO
14064, Part 1 and/or the GHG (greenhouse gas) Protocol. The project package
also includes two web-based computation
tools, which will assist in converting the activity data collected into greenhouse gas
emissions using recognised methodology.
CCF.NRW thus closes an existing
sustainability gap in the region. As Bernd
Kimpfel emphasises, “RUWEL is also participating in the drafting of the Integrated
Climate Protection and Climate Adjustment Concept (IKKK) which the town of
Geldern has initiated for the municipality.
Determination of CCF is a logical continuation and refinement of our environmental
and energy-management system”.
Contact: Ina Twardowski, Tel. +49
(0)202/24552-45, twardowski@energieagentur.nrw.de, www.ccf.nrw.de
AHEEEHAPJGKOLINPNGDKBPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNHFCEHJKJGMCBPBNFFFNB
ODHGIDFLOCGMFIGMLNMGPMJPLLDFK
HIKADDFLGNPAFLHJBEMAEFILNIDHA
KMCNGOFLIPHDOJGNBGEPOKMNGGOHO
ENFFFNEPCLDMGFMOLFKBAHFHADFNL
APBBBPAPIGMEOBPNINAKGAGHCDDCN
HHHHHHHPPHPPPPPHPPHPHPPHPPPHP

www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17809
innovation & energy 3 | 2014

DRALON seeks a
better solution
DRALON GmbH, based in Dormagen and Lingen, produces acrylic fibres for use in the most diverse range of textiles. Around 500 employees make some 188,000 tonnes annually of the company’s dralon®
product, achieving sales of more than 350 million euros.

W

olfgang Frerich, HSE engineer, and Manfred
Borchers, Head of Marketing and Sales, explained the background philosophy on climate protection in this interview with EnergyAgency.
NRW.

How many employees, and from what departments,
work on climate protection at your company?
Frerich: Under our Integrated Management System, we have set up a fourteen-person team to work
on energy and climate-protection topics; it is made
up of engineers, such as the Head of Production, and
operating assistants, in addition to representatives of
the Board of Management. Our company suggestion
scheme also focuses on saving energy, and we have
already implemented ideas extremely successfully in
this field: we start up specific production units much
more systematically nowadays, for example, and this
has generated significant cost and energy savings for
us, with no great investments on our part. So to answer your question – really, all our employees.
What caused you to examine the subject of carbon
footprints?
Borchers: We realised at an early stage that the
subject of “sustainability” was gaining in importance

with end consumers. So we drafted a corporate carbon footprint as early as 2009. It’s important to us in
two ways: firstly, it enables us to achieve better costeffectiveness and energy-efficiency, and we now also
demand that from our subsuppliers. Secondly, the
footprint assists us in positioning dralon as an innovative brand in the textiles sector.

What targets do you aim to achieve via CO2 balancing?
Frerich: We aim to identify further action for saving energy and CO2 emissions. These reductions are to
be attained in the context of future projects. The challenge, in the case of dralon, is in the complexity: we
certainly use electricity and gas in production, but we
also use compressed air, water and, above all, steam.
So adjusting one “valve” always has implications for
the consumption of the other forms of energy.
Will you meet the climate targets the EU has set itself
for 2020 at corporate level?
Frerich: Our focus is unequivocally on energy-efficiency; we consider the 20 per cent target extremely
ambitious. Our strength on international markets is
the result, above all, of our high quality, but this high
acrylic-fibre quality is currently tied to the existing production operations. We have already achieved a great
deal in this field, and we exploit project opportunities,
such as CCF.NRW, systemically, in order to attain still
more improvements in energy consumption and CO 2
emissions. The subject of ambitious climate protection targets brings us, of course, to the topic of innovation. But innovations are very difficult to plan. So
we also regard these climate targets as a continuous
incentive to search, again and again, for even better
solutions.
This interview was conducted by Katharina Carlassare and Verena Müller, of EnergyAgency.NRW.

Manfred Borchers
is head of Marketing at DRALON, in
Dormagen.
innovation & energy 3 | 2014

www.dralon.com

AHEEEHAPOHPEEKDEOIIFBPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIPAPAOADBKBOAPBNFFFNB
PEDLMMFNPAHILLODCFPGAOGAKALLJ
CMHNKMFBHKLEBNHGKNIIKEBFOANFI
CCAIFOFIIGODAOHOAHBFPCGGEOPOJ
MNFNFNEPLOLODCJJAKPCAHFHAANOA
APBBBPAPMOAGKGNNPFMDBCGBBKLJN
HHHHHHHPPPHPHHPHHPPPPHPHHHPPH
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Corporate culture
climate protection

A

ny company wishing to improve its CO2 balance
and achieve ecological sustainability should
also take into account the so-called “Scope 3”
emissions, i.e., the emissions resulting from services
and products furnished by or purchased from third
parties. This also applies to employee behaviour. In
many sectors, corporate motivation can have a positive effect on the “sustainable” behaviour of employees. Not every change in behaviour can be quantified
in terms of savings of greenhouse-gas emissions, it
is true, but the inculcation of awareness does have
positive benefits for climate-protection.
In the field of mobility, for example, one possible target is that of facilitating for employees the
conscious decision to travel to work by bicycle. This,
of course, not only avoids CO2 emissions, but also promotes health and wellbeing. It also helps if appropriate
bicycle racks or sheds, changing facilities, cloakrooms
or even company or hire bicycles are provided for cyclists. Wulff Med Tec GmbH, for example, purchased

12

e-bikes for its twenty-one employees, achieving CO 2
reductions of 46 tonnes in a single year. The costs:
20,000 euros.
Companies have proven their capabilities in
practice as motivators for modified consumption behaviour and thus for the conservation of resources
and the saving of costs. And consistent pursuit of this
philosophy will also soon result in swap and lending
“meets” for employees, actually located on notice
boards or Internet-based platforms – because reand continued use instead of new purchases saves
resources.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/17802

AHEEEHAPKFLCNEEHKKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEOBHJONCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NCMCECFLHMGKHBCEFMHGJCFOACPDO
CFLDNNFHPMEEDDOCIIKENGBHLEKEJ
HHHJEFFJMPBHHOEFDBJIMCOKLBMPM
MNNNFNEHCBGFNHJAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCNJLNFKOBBGGHDHDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPPPPPPHHPHHPPPP
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PV & Heat Pump
tour NRW

A

solar-power installation on their own roof and
a heat pump in the basement is a worthwhile
investment for ever more home owners. Many
attach importance to using renewable energy, relieving environmental burdens and themselves generating the electricity and heat needed for their home.
EnergyAgency.NRW staff accompanied by partners from the Photovoltaics NRW and Heat Pump
Marketplace NRW campaigns are under way with an
information stand in major shopping malls in the state
on six dates to inform citizens on the potentials for
installing a photovoltaics system and a heat pump.
There will also be ample opportunity for personal advisory talks, in addition to the information material.

On tour: Heat
Pump and PV are
under way in a
mall near you.

The autumn tour starts at the Rhein-Center in Weiden
(Cologne) on 27 September 2014. Dates and information: www.sonnepumptwaerme.de

AHEEEHAPJEIBHDFIKGDFNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNGBPIHFHMKBCBPBNFFFNB
LFGHKFFONKIEIGDGBHCCKIJKJJFFK
FMEEIFFFHKHBJKENLDMAEHJLNIDAB
CEANNCFELBMNMJKFBIGOCGMLFEKPO
ENNNFFEPCECPCGNODFABAHFHALFEK
APBBBPAPIMIEGCBNINEKGBHHCEDKN
HHHHHHHPPPHPHHPHPPHHHHPHPHPHP

“Fortuna” at full steam

T

he Stadtwerke Düsseldorf municipal utility is currently constructing its new “Fortuna”
combined-cycle power-generating plant at the
Lausward site. After completion, this plant will be the
world’s most efficient and productive, and
will thus make a significant contribution both to climate-protection and
to assuredness of power supplies. It will have an electrical
output of 600 MW and an efficiency of above 61 per cent
purely for power generation.
The additional recovery of
300 MW of heat boosts overall efficiency to a total of 85
per cent. This means that 85
per cent of the (gas) fuel used
is converted simultaneously to
power and heat. The latter will be fed
into Düsseldorf’s district heating system. Combined-cycle production of heat and
electricity generates less than 330 grams of CO2 per
kilowatt hour. “Fortuna” will thus save some 700,000
tonnes of CO2 annually, referred to average emissions
from global power generation, equating approximately
to the emissions from 350,000 cars, each covering
an annual 15,000 kilometres.
Functional principle
In all combined-cycle power-generating plants incorporating CHP, the manner of operation is, in principle,
the same. Combustion air is routed by the compressor to the combustion chamber. Here, the air is com-
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busted together with natural gas. This process generates combustion gases at temperatures of around
1,500° C. These gases drive the gas-turbine. The rotary motion of the gas-turbine is transferred via a shaft
to a generator, accounting in a combinedcycle installation for the major portion (around two thirds) of power
generation. The waste-gas from
the gas-turbine, now at around
630° C, is then used in a downstream waste-heat boiler for
generation of steam. This
steam drives a steam turbine, which generates additional electricity. Even after
this process, the steam is still
at a useful temperature level, so
a portion of it is diverted and routed to up to three condensing heat exchangers, which generate hot water for
the district heating system. The condensed
water yielded during cooling of the steam is pumped
back into the waste-heat boiler, thus closing the system circuit, which then starts again.

AHEEEHAPDOBHFGHAPHCNIFAPMPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNGBKJOELJHJKELJHJPBNFFFNB
IGJKILFEFPOMCHCCEAKCPKBLHFMJIMIEG
JGJJECFKLDMHHAGIMFJHMDMKFPDFMAIMC
LFPBKDFOAGCKALGPNJPJCFEAHHKOGOMGB
PIMOMOFMBMNEJDPACIFMOFPKDAPKDKOMP
MNNNNNEPJFLKEALDBPAKDKMEAHFHAKMMC
APBBBPAPOKCGAGLMHIIFHFGMFDHHBAIFJ
HHHHHHHPPPHHPPPPPHHPPPHHHPHPPHPHP

Infos: bergmann@energieagentur.nrw.de
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Street lighting
road show
“Light my fire” “The Doors” sang in 1967 and – coincidence or not – the title is an excellent link for
casting light onto the streets, i.e., drawing attention
to street lighting. The fact is, the technology now in
use is just as old as the Doors’ evergreen – in NRW,
it was mostly installed in the 1960s and has scarcely
been modernised since. The wince-inducing result for
NRW’s municipalities: the energy and maintenance
costs of the more than nine million dots of light on
the night-time satellite image of Germany amount to
some 840 million euros. The solution to this problem
is readily available: replace the old lighting technology with modern, energy-efficient LED systems, and
reap worthwhile energy-savings of up to 80 per cent.

New bio-energy
atlas online

E

nergyAgency.NRW’s new bio-energy atlas.NRW
is now online (www.bioenergieatlas.nrw.de)
and provides an overview of the region’s many
diverse biomass projects and their committed participants. Players from industry, science, associations
and municipalities can publish company contacts and
specimen projects here. More than 400 contacts and
over eighty projects from NRW are currently registered. It is also possible to publicise one’s own ideas
systematically in the “Project-Partner Exchange” section, in order to locate suitable partners for the implementation of projects. Entries and use of this platform
are free of charge.
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LED technology also guarantees long service-lives and
maximum light yields, for instance. This has been confirmed in cities such as Cologne and Coesfeld, which
have already converted parts of their street lighting
to LED systems. The large investments necessary for
modernisation of street lighting are an impediment to
many municipalities and districts, however. The good
news is that the federal government and the individual
states, along with other institutions, provide funding
and subsidy concepts to support the municipalities
financially. There are, in addition, a range of different contracting and citizens’ participation models,
which also assist in reining in costs. The German Energy Agency (dena) has set up the “Energy Efficient
Street Lighting Road Show” to illustrate this complex
subject. The road show got off to a successful start
last June. Wuppertal was the first of a total of ten stops
to be visited by dena throughout Germany during 2014
and 2015. The aim of this two-year campaign is that of
reinforcing municipalities’ and districts’ incentives to
invest in modern energy-efficient lighting technology.
It is an element in dena’s “Initiative EnergyEfficiency”
motivation campaign and is receiving support from
the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
(BMWi).

AHEEEHAPEKOIMLBHHFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIPAKMLIPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBLFJBFHBDPGOODMLDCJOFABNFCMD
AIGMNBFIKHADGJLFNHPLIJEIOLPLM
CMFAJKFDEIMOKJNKGOMHJNLFOOJAJ
MFNFFFEPAOCCIMOPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKCAGFKHBEODJCECEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/17803
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Top-level research
celebrates

D

uisburg’s Institute of Energy and Environmental Technology (IUTA) this year celebrates twenty-five years of its
existence. The institute’s founding was the starting signal
for the region’s new technological revolution. The IUTA has, in
the meantime, evolved into one of Germany’s most important
process engineering institutes. “This institute, with its high level
of commitment, has helped in putting energy and environmental
technologies from NRW among the international leaders”, comments the state’s science minister, Svenja Schulze.
Scientific discoveries are translated, jointly with industry,
into new or improved processes or products in the context of
application-orientated projects. The institute’s five focal fields
are future energy supplies, fine particulates and aerosols, sustainable nano-technology, functional surfaces and high-toxicity
substances. These key technologies are increasingly acquiring
enormous social significance, as a result of the challenges presented by climate change, the depletion of resources, and the
energy turnaround. “The IUTA’s research is guided by the question of what benefits a technology will generate for industry and
for humanity”, the minister adds.
In addition to cooperation projects with universities and universities of applied sciences and, in particular, with the University
of Duisburg-Essen, the IUTA also performs documentation and
information functions, and provides initial and further training in
energy and environmental technology. It is one of the inaugural
members of the Johannes Rau Research Foundation.

AHEEEHAPHGJAMPJIFPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBLEKECJLEPBNFFFNB
IFFFHEFHJGOECPGMNINAFNPJE
HAANJDFPCBFGGKLEKNHAFIHBE
MFFFNNEHAEDGODKHAHFHAIBNN
APBBBPAPAIFMEGAHGDDACGBLA
HHHHHHHPPHPHPHPPPHHHHHHHH

Precision is
called for:
the IUTA has
managed
that for 25
years.
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www.iuta.de

Virtual CHP
institute
launched

T

he virtual “KWK-Institut” CHP institute (KWK-I) has begun its work in
North Rhine-Westphalia. Its tasks
include, among other things, the study
of technical/technological and economic
questions, and also boundary conditions
and possible operator models. KWK-I concentrates capabilities and know-how in the
field of combined heat+power (CHP) cogeneration acquired independently of one
another by various institutions in recent
years. KWK-I is also intended to promote
more intensive cooperation between scientists.
The first project is roadmap | KWK.
NRW, intended to determine the status,
costs and potentials of CHP systems, and
also current and future needs structures.
The state’s climate protection ministry is
funding this research project, and thus
putting in place another important module in the achievement of the targets for
the expansion of CHP technology in NRW.
The Gas- und Wärme-Institut e.V.
(GWI) in Essen, along with the Chair of
Environmental Process Engineering and
Plant Design and Department of Energy
Technology, both of the University of Duisburg-Essen, form the nucleus of KWK-I.
Further institutions and workgroups are
to be integrated as the project progresses. Information: klaus.goerner@uni-due.
de; thomeczek@energieagentur.nrw.de

www.kwk-fuer-nrw.de

AHEEEHAPNDFFEDNCDBGEJPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBPFOECEPMOAKEPBNFFFNB
IHLJHOFNCGBCEJKCCKGDADLABMDKI
FCPMEDFILDLGLGOFKDNGMPJMIOLPA
MIEABFFFAHEJMMNMGOIHGPLBILJGJ
MNFFNFEPDFMBBIIILEKEAHFHAGLKB
APBBBPAPGKAPEFJHJKGFGDHAHMPAM
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPPHPHHPHPHPHHPHP
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Interdisciplinary research at
Fortschrittskolleg
The NRW science ministry is to provide 2.6
million euros of funding across a period of
four-and-a-half years
for each of six so-called
“Fortschrittskollegs”
(“progress colleges”) under the “Progress NRW”
research strategy.

Annual
conferences

T

he annual conference of EnergyAgency.NRW’s Network Biomass
will take place in the Maritim Hotel
in Düsseldorf on 22 October. The focal
topic is to be the amended RESA and the
concomitant effects on bio-energy. The
Network WindPower will hold its annual conference, entitled “Wind-Updates.
NRW – Innovations in the Wind Energy
Sector” at the Science Park in Gelsenkirchen on 30 October 2014. The focus
here will be on current trends in the
wind-energy industry in NRW.
The annual conference of the Network Future Fuels and Propulsion Systems will meet from 4 to 6 November under the motto of “Mobility in flux 2014”.
This event will provide an overview of developments in the field of future climatefriendly mobility.
Finally, “Hydrogen as the key to the
energy turnaround – Activities in NRW”
is the title allotted to the annual conference of the Network Fuel Cell & Hydrogen, taking place in Düsseldorf on 20
November 2014.
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“The Fortschrittskollegs link the engineering and natural sciences with the arts,
humanities and social sciences in a new
way. Doctoral candidates thus learn cooperation with researchers from a range of
disciplines and with personages from civil
society at an early stage. Looking beyond
the boundaries of one’s own discipline raises the potentials for finding solutions to the
great social challenges of our time”, affirms
NRW science minister Svenja Schulze.
One of the six approved Fortschrittskollegs is the “Energy efficiency in the
home – clever.supply.convert.activate”,
with an inter- and transdisciplinary consortium under the consortial leadership
of the TU Dortmund. The Ruhr University
of Bochum, the University of Duisburg-

Essen, the Bochum University of Applied
Sciences, the Wuppertal Institute and the
Wirtschaftsförderung metropoleruhr economic development agency are participating. Wirtschaftsförderung metropoleruhr is
to support interchange with practical partners with its “Regional Innovation Network
Energy Efficiency Region Ruhr”. Fourteen
candidates have been pursuing doctorates
on questions related to the enhancement
of energy-efficiency in the home at the
Fortschrittskolleg since July, 2014.

AHEEEHAPDCDKCNFGHKFAMPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNKFGJOJGNPBGIPBNFFFNB
OHPOPPFDEPFEKLDFHNFPBGIMJJJDH
DPHCINFAJPFJAGOPOIKCJHBHLCODL
PKAELIFPHANFBKDNHNLOIOGOAADHI
MFFNNNEHBOMFLAFAOHJAAHFHAKDLO
APBBBPAPOOEDNIIODFGACDEDEKOJO
HHHHHHHPPPHPPHHPPHHPPPPPHPHPP

www.cef.nrw.de

Vibrated, not driven
Pilot project for offshore
wind farms

I

n Cuxhaven, a consortium of offshore
wind-farm developers and operators
is conducting a one-year on-shore pilot
project for evaluation of vibratory driving of foundation piles. The participating
companies are RWE Innogy, DONG Energy,
EnBW, E.ON and Vattenfall.
Only the impact-driving method is
currently used for piles for offshore foundations. The desired benefit of this pilot
project would be a faster, cheaper and
more environmentally friendly technique
for installation of so-called monopile foundations for wind farms out at sea.
In cooperation with the certification
and regulatory agencies, three monopiles
are being installed by means of vibratory
driving and assessed against three other
monopiles driven into the ground using the
conventional impact-driving method. The
performance of the piles is to be compared
in a series of test. The first sod was turned
in Cuxhaven-Altenwalde in early May, and

test results are anticipated by the end of
2014.
The project is to establish whether
the transverse stability of vibratory driven
and impact-driven piles in sand is comparable, and then determine the advantages
of vibratory driving – e.g. cost benefits –
over impact-driving.
RWE Innogy is managing the project
and performing the tests. The project
budget of 6 million euros will permit the
production, installation and testing of the
21 m long piles, each with a diameter of
4.30 metres, which are currently being
fabricated in Steelwind Nordenham’s recently completed monopile production
facility.
North Rhine-Westphalia supplies
components such as gearing systems,
generators, brakes, bearings and castings
for offshore installations. With a market
share of some 17 per cent, NRW companies supply the greatest percentage of any
federal German state for this market. The
NRW industry’s more than 2,500 employees achieved sales of more than 1.2 billion
euros in 2010.
innovation & energy 3 | 2014

Wind farms
flash only
when needed

W

ind power has been booming in Germany
since the start of the energy turnaround.
Critical voices have nonetheless been increasing, despite the climate-neutral generation of
energy, however. The reason: the red warning beacons
on the turbine towers illuminate continuously at night
and during fog. They are intended to alert low-flying
aircraft and prevent collisions, but local residents,
particularly those living close to larger wind farms,
consider the incessant flashing a nuisance,. The red
beacons also attract birds, which can injure themselves if they fly into the turbine rotors.
The Fraunhofer Institute for High Frequency
Physics and Radar Technology FHR is working jointly
with the Industrial Electronics company and windfarm planner Dirkshof on behalf of the BMWi on finding
a solution, under the “Parasol” project: the beacons
are then to be activated only when an aircraft actually
approaches the installation at a critical height.
The new system is based on passive-radar sensors and detects and analyses aircraft movements in
the vicinity of the wind farm. The sensors are “passive”
because they do not emit their own radar pulses but
instead utilise existing transmitter networks to locate
aircraft. Due to their waveforms, digital signals such as
DAB+, DVB-T and LTE are particularly suitable for the
differentiation of airborne objects. “We can operate
our system without its own transmitter module and in
any weather. A transmission permit as for active radar
sensors is also not needed, so operation is possible
at rational cost”, comments Heiner Kuschel, head of
department at the FHR in Wachtberg.
A prototype system has already been installed
and successfully tested at a Dirkshof wind farm at
Reussen-Köge, near Husum. Kuschel and his team
are now working on optimising the signal-recognition
algorithms. “Parasol” is to go into operation in 2015.
The Fraunhofer FHR institute is researching the use
of an active, i.e., pulse-emitting, radar system for the
protection of birds in wind farms in the context of a
separate project: wind rotors are to be switched off
as a precaution if a bird approaches them.
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Radar test using
a stuffed bird

Vocational college honoured
The Hans-Schwier-Berufskolleg vocational college, of
Gelsenkirchen, made a successful presentation of
its energy-saving concept in the final of the highprize-money “Climate & Co” German energy-saving competition for schools. The jury assessed the
vocational students’ ideas as worthy of third place
and a money prize of 20,000 euros. Building-technology teacher Volker Steinfels’ team thus gained its
second success, following the first in 2010. Not only the
three finalists, but also ten other schools, were awarded special
prizes on this occasion, including schools from Bochum, Herten
and Wulfen, three further prizes thus going to NRW schools.

Science Night Ruhr

T

he Regionalverband Ruhr (RVR) Ruhr regional
alliance is organising the “Science Night Ruhr –
Adventure Climate” on 2 October 2014 as part of
the “klimametropole RUHR 2022” regional climate-protection campaign. The event is to take place at eleven
different venues within the Ruhr metropolis, at which
science and research can be experienced at first hand.
A range of disciplines, extending from engineering, via
industry, society and culture, up to and including urban
planning, biology and the natural sciences, will be presenting their individual approaches to climate change.
EnergyAgency.NRW will be participating in the Science
Night Ruhr with its own stand at the Science Park in
Gelsenkirchen.

www.wissensnacht.ruhr
AHEEEHAPDKFBCOICIKNOOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNKJKBGJLBLIGIPBNFFFNB
NFMJJPFACJFNFBPFPNDLMCMLJMJDH
JMINLIFKLLIGMFCFNIKCJHCHLCODL
PKPFLAFBBEHBBMFNHJJIBGKLKADPB
MFNNFNEPBDPBGGDANHNIAHFHAKDOH
APBBBPAPOGGEEOLGDFFADCFDEMOJG
HHHHHHHPPHPPPHHPHHPHPHHPHPHPP
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New Energy
Pass rules

T
Crowdfunding
A whole band finances the energy
turnaround

E

ver more citizens want to be involved in achieving the energy
turnaround – by investing. In many cases, however, local
projects in which direct participation would be possible are
oversubscribed. For around two years, Germany has therefore
had the alternative of also investing in energy-turnaround projects via the Internet.
There are now a good few so-called crowd-funding platforms
specialising in arranging small investments in energy-turnaround
projects. A list of providers, complete with supplementary information, has been compiled on EnergyAgency.NRW’s “Financing and business models” topic portal. These platforms have
implemented a total of just on thirty projects, so crowd funding
for energy-turnaround projects is still a long way from being a
mass phenomenon, although the great rate of growth since last
year nonetheless deserves attention. These platforms offer the
relevant projects the opportunity of showcasing themselves to
potential investors and completing citizens’ investments within
a few minutes. The minimum investment is in some cases less
than 100 euros, so virtually anybody can participate in financing
the energy turnaround with just a few clicks and euros.
The cash taken in via the crowd-funding platform constitutes for the project initiators a portion – or even the whole – of
the equity for the project. The citizens’ investments made via
crowd-funding platforms are, in legal terms, “subordinated loans”,
which have scarcely been regulated by legislation up to now and
are generally accepted by banks as equity in the economic sense.
With subordinated loans, citizens’ claims on the capital invested
are served only after those of all other creditors in case of the insolvency of the company implementing the investment project.
There is, therefore, the risk of total loss of the investment. Information: schoenbeck@energieagentur.nrw.de

AHEEEHAPEKOBALJJHFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPILBKMGIPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IFMCJFFEALDDAOLMEDCJOFABNFCMD
BIGMKAFIKGBDGLKNNHPLIJEIOLPLM
KAGABCFHBAIKNJFKGOMGINLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEHAPCKIOOPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKAAOKLBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPHPHHPHP
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he new Energy Saving Regulation (EnEV 2014)
came into force this year. It includes important
changes that affect consumers, landlords and
vendors concerning the Energy Pass.
The Energy Pass must, for example, now be presented without any special request to all potential tenants and purchasers of an apartment or building at the
viewing. The original or a copy of the pass must also
be handed over upon formal letting or sale.
In addition to energy characteristics, Energy
Passes issued under EnEV 2014 also state the building’s energy-efficiency classification. These range
from A+ (Passive House) to H (non-modernised
buildings). The sliding-bar scale now extends from 0
to >250 kWh/(m2a).
Property ads must now also include statements
on the type of Energy Pass, the energy indicator, the
energy-efficiency class (if stated), the year of construction of the building and the main energy sources
for heating and hot water.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/10858

AHEEEHAPEKGMCLJAPFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIOFKMLMPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBOCJBFEELLFCGLKHDCIMFABNFCMD
HLOMIAFIKBALGNKFNHPDIKFIOLPLM
CADJJCFDKAAKOJNKGOMHKNLFOOJAJ
MFNFFFEPALDKIPPPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKCMFECPBEODJCECEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP

Retired experts
at work

C

ompanies are frequently confronted with unsuspected challenges when setting up a new
branch or depot abroad. The assistance of experienced old hands can then be extremely useful.
The Senior Expert Service introduces honorary assistants to companies around the world, in order to
optimise procedures on the spot. These retired professionals from a range of different occupations work for
four to six weeks on average, passing on their expert
knowledge to the company’s employees. Information:
dierl@energieagentur.nrw.de

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/17663
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Okay, where is it?
Views into the District of Coesfeld biogas plant

Energy recovery from waste

Biogas from Coesfeld
District of Coesfeld know-how: until recently, bio-waste was “only” materialsroute recycled. Now, however, a new waste-management age has been ushered
in, with the aim of utilising valuable bio-matter even better.

A

t the Coesfeld-Hoeven composting plant, RETERRA West GmbH & Co. KG has now commissioned a modern biogas facility. Gesellschaft
des Kreises Coesfeld zur Förderung regenerativer
Energien mbH (GFC), the Coesfeld corporation for
promotion of renewable energy sources, simultaneously constructed a preparation plant for the product
biogas. One facility thus now recovers biogas highly
efficiently from the districts’s bio-waste, while the
other processes this gas to make it suitable for use
in the existing natural-gas distribution system. The
digestates yielded are composted. More than 40,000
tonnes of bio-waste from the District of Coesfeld are
thus used on a cascade basis, initially for the recovery
of energy, and then as organic fertiliser.
Around 600 m3 of biogas are produced each
hour, and fed via an existing gas pipeline to the GFC’s
bio-gas preparation plant. In addition to the gas preparation plant, the site also includes several CHP cogeneration plant units and a seepage treatment plant,
these being part of the Coesfeld-Hoeven landfill infrastructure. The overall investment, totalling a good
15 million euros, also includes a gas holder with a capacity of over 7,000 m3, which balances out natural
fluctuations in biogas production and thus assures
constant feed to the gas preparation installation.
As a side-effect, the use of the bio-waste as renewable energy for generation of electricity and heat
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also benefits the climate. The project makes it possible to save around 5,000 tonnes of CO 2 emissions
annually. The participants anticipate total production
of some 23 million kWh/a, sufficient to supply an average of 1,400 households with thermal energy. The
District of Coesfeld is thus even now making an important contribution to climate-friendly energy supplies.
Bio- and green waste has been separately collected here for twenty-five years, and the “bio-bin”
is a fixed part of waste management in the District
of Coesfeld. Citizens have become accustomed to,
and value, this separate collection system. While the
“point” of the bio-bin remains controversial at many
NRW locations, the District of Coesfeld’s citizens have
long learned to use and appreciate this environmentally friendly collection system. Around 170 kg of waste
per resident are collected annually in the district’s territory via the bio-bin.
Bio-waste is an important source of both energy
and materials, from which both electricity, heat and
fertilisers can be produced. The aim, therefore, is to
use the bio-waste as efficiently and sustainably as
possible. The federal government’s Closed Substance
Cycle and Waste Management Act stipulates the separate collection of bio- and green waste from 2015
onward. The state government is complying with this
requirement in its new ecological waste-management
plan for residential waste.

Infos: diesel@
energieagentur.
nrw.de
AHEEEHAPNAFNBAPNNMBLNMONJPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBOBLJHNLIOIGIOELIPBNFFFNB
KBIPBNFNCNANLOKDADJPFDGAEDOAHPDNO
GBHIKIFNFJDHLFPDGILLJMHMANHBHJLIP
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MNNFFFEPDLKMLEMEIMDOHDGLAHFHABPAG
APBBBPAPGHBABHGHHFNDJMHKCGAGAEJLH
HHHHHHHPPPHHPHPPPPPHPHHHHHPHPPPPH
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Drive quietly
and talk about it...
In five villages, enthusiastic residents have got together in the
“E-ifel mobil” project to use electric cars and pedelecs jointly in a
car-sharing scheme – e-car sharing as an element in village development. And, because this is not an everyday occurrence, we interviewed Alexander Sobotta of LEADER Region Eifel on the background to this project.
Why is mobility a topic in village development?
Alexander Sobotta: Long distances dominate
life in the Eifel and in many other rural regions. A car
is often vital for getting to work, for shopping, and
for leisure activities. Local public transport is generally not capable of meeting the population’s mobility needs adequately. A LEADER survey on the local
amenities situation indicated that more than 60 per
cent of households in our region operate two cars or
more. So the region possesses significant potentials
for alternative modes of mobility, such as car-sharing.

Nicely packaged and real
whisperers:
alternative
mobility in the
Eifel

What kind of potentials?
Alexander Sobotta: The trend toward shared
use of cars has been only little known in rural localities up to now. But that doesn’t mean that there is
no need for it in the country. In many cases, a single
spark is enough to set off new cooperation projects.
In this case, it’s electro-mobility which is driving the
movement toward an environmentally friendly mobility concept. The communal spirit and interaction of

the residents in the villages meant that it was not difficult to achieve co-ordination of village cars.
Unlike the situation at commercial car-sharing
companies, the “E-ifel mobil” car-sharing arrangement is organised by enthusiastic residents. These
“carers” register booking enquiries, instruct users
on the vehicle, if necessary, and woo new users. The
vehicles are frequently located centrally in the town
and can be easily reached on foot. And good cooperation on the part of energy suppliers, the municipalities
and regional management naturally also benefits the
project.

What has been your experience up to now?
Alexander Sobotta: The vehicles firstly motivated residents to talk to each other on the topics of
electromobility and car-sharing, and to re-examine
their own mobility behaviour from the environmental
point of view. The pleasure of driving these ultra-quiet
vehicles also plays an important part. Some of the participants are even prepared to get rid of their second
car and use the car-sharing service more frequently.
All in all, we are expecting a revitalisation of village centres and their infrastructures. The evolution
of a viable operating model and the recruitment of new
users are also important aspects, of course. Overall,
enhancement of public awareness will also play an important role. We are currently developing the project
further, together with the participating personages.
We are planning, for example, to extend the needsorientated honorary chauffeuring service for older
persons. Information: schulze-beusingsen@energieagentur.nrw.de and www.kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.de

www.eifel-mobil.de
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Prefabricated house –
with energy efficiency!
Energy-efficiency is gaining popularity, particularly in new buildings. The ways and means of optimising efficiency are now part of
the basic ABC of planning. And it doesn’t always have to be a question of bricks and mortar – prefabricated building does not necessarily exclude efficiency.

I

n North Rhine-Westphalia, there are Efficiency
House Plus estates in Frechen and Wuppertal created using prefabricated construction methods.
“Above all, prefabrication means precision. Prefabricated buildings are produced in modern industrial
facilities and are submitted to stringent quality inspections. So suppliers of prefabricated buildings can reliably achieve ultra-high energy-efficiency standards
more easily than conventional building contractors”,
notes Dirk-Uwe Klaas, CEO of the Federal Association of German Prefabricated Building Manufacturers (BDF). As he affirms, the client can be certain
that every wall that leaves the manufacturer’s works
will always meet the same high standards. As Klaas
continues, “The integrated planning process used in
prefabricated construction is also a great advantage in
the building of highly energy-efficient and correspondingly complex houses. The result is an all-in package
that functions reliably”.
But not every prefabricated building is necessarily an Efficiency House Plus. The “Plus” symbolises
the idea of generating more energy than is consumed.
Klaas: “So there are two things involved here: firstly,
buildings must in the long term generate from renewable energy sources sufficient power and heat to supply
their residents. And, secondly, these buildings must
themselves use the energy generated so efficiently
that a ‘Plus’ results as the ‘bottom line’. The most important consideration here is excellent thermal insulation, but forward-looking planning of the building’s
energy management is also vital”.
In an Efficiency House Plus, both primary-energy
and end-energy consumption must, by definition, be
negative. In practice, according to the CEO of the BDF,
an Efficiency House Plus can most certainly be planned
on the basis of a rational-cost KfW Efficiency House 55.
As Klaas affirms, “Energy consumption is thus only 55
per cent of the new-building standard in the applicable Energy Saving Regulation. The energy required for
heating and other domestic purposes is then generated from renewable energy sources, and usually using
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a photovoltaics installation and a heat pump”.
This young market appears to be developing.
“The Efficiency House Plus is an extremely recent
standard and has become established in a very short
time. The manufacturers of prefabricated buildings
have contributed to making such plus-energy houses ready for their market launch and affordable. This
trend can be witnessed extremely impressively at the
“FertighausWelt” prefabricated building exhibitions in
Frechen and Wuppertal, where tens of thousands of
potential house-builders view fully equipped and furnished Efficiency House Plus units every year. Only
time will tell how this great interest will be reflected in
future building approvals”, concludes Dirk-Uwe Klaas.

Click here to
read an interview
with the CEO of
the BDF:
AHEEEHAPEKGNCLBODFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIHAKMPIPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IFNCJBFBGLDGNODOMDCJNFABNFCMD
GJOMNCFIKFBDGOLFNHPLIJEIOLPLM
CMGEBOFAMIEMHBBKGOMHKNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEHAJCCIPPPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKEDJKDBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPHPHHPHP

Dirk-Uwe Klaas, CEO of the Federal Association of German Prefabricated Building
Manufacturers (BDF)
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Pupils rewarded

H2 for baggage
transporter

S

It’s that simple: Minister Remmel (bottom
right) starts the pellet-fired heating system.

ome 120 teams took part in the
1st phase of the 9th “Fuel Cell Box
2014” NRW school students’ hydrogen and fuel-cell technology competition.
This time, the competition focussed on the
use of hydrogen to store renewable energy,
and the subsequent use of this energy to
power a fuel-cell-propelled airport baggage transporter. An event was held at Cologne/Bonn Airport to honour the six best
teams: the Berufskolleg Brakel vocational
college, the Inda Gymnasium grammar
school, Aachen, the Lise-Meitner Comprehensive School, Duisburg, the Helmholtz-Gymnasium grammar school, Essen,

the Schermbeck Comprehensive School
and Bochum’s Theodor-Körner grammar
school. This competition has been organised annually by EnergyAgency.NRW and
H-TEC EDUCATION GmbH since 2004, and
is intended to familiarise pupils in Years
9 to 11 with the future technologies of hydrogen and the fuel cell. NRW climate protection minister Johannes Remmel is the
competition patron.
AHEEEHAPKNOIKFKPPKFKIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEKIPACMLIDEHBPBNFFFNB
OGMEGGFOBIHPMAAFNGKCKGFMBCNDO
AALDIOFPEMPMONNDCPPENGCHLEKGI
PLLJDNFKKJPCOALGMBDJIOOOLBION
MNNFNFEPCMOHKDOJHDKAAHFHACBOP
APBBBPAPCKHPFEBNOHLGHCHDEIIBE
HHHHHHHPPHPHPHPHPPPHHHHHHPPPP

www.fuelcellbox-nrw.de

Pellets,
Journalists tour with
pellets and
Minister Schulze
…more pellets

N

RW environment minister Johannes
Remmel, accompanied by an EnergyAgency.NRW delegation, recently inaugurated North Rhine-Westphalia’s
25,000th wood-pellet heating system at
Schloss Holte-Stukenbrock, during the
24th stop on his Future Energy Tour.
The Reker family’s pellet-fired heating system, with an output of 15 kW, is
linked to a solar-thermal installation. Pellet
storage capacity is around six tonnes, approximately equating to the annual supply
needed for this residential building, with its
120 m2 of living space. Total investment
volume was some 30,000 euros, with the
State of NRW contributing 2,500 euros
from the progres.nrw programme.
A further 2,900 euros of federal funding came from the Federal Office for Economic Affairs and Export Control. The PowerPellets company donated three tonnes of
pellets to the Rekers to mark the occasion.

www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17599
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AHEEEHAPKFLBFEEFKKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPELEHJHNCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGKEECFOFEKJGBCGFMHHLCFOACPDO
AHLDKNFHPOHMDAPCIIKMNGBHLEKEJ
PPAIMFFONPFBPOEFDBJIOCOKLBMPM
MNNNFNEPCBGNNFIAPEBIAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCFJKKNCOBBGGHCGDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPHHPPPPPPPHPPHHPPPP

Energy-savings in residential and utility buildings the key to the energy turnaround

N

orth Rhine-Westphalia has excellent resources to make it Europe’s
leading energy and climate-protection research state. “We have established that user behaviour has significantly greater impact in energy-savings
in the residential and working environment than high-cost innovative structural
modifications”, affirmed science minister
Svenja Schulze during the eleventh journalists’ tour organised by EnergyAgency.
NRW and the Cluster EnergyResearch.NRW (CEF.NRW).
“Large investments are sometimes less necessary than
socio-technical integration.
So technological know-how is
just as necessary as consumer
research and economic expertise. The energy turnaround
must remain affordable for

both our citizens and for companies”,
Schulze continued.
The tour visited Bottrop and Duisburg, and focussed on the question of
“How can energy-efficiency in buildings
be boosted by integrating users?”, which
is the subject of the Europe-wide SusLabNWE research project. Information: www.
cef.nrw.de and www.wissenschaft.nrw.de

www.suslab.eu

AHEEEHAPJDAIBAOMNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNDFKELBHFPBNFFFNB
LEHDJCFIOAMMOOCPDKOJPOGDP
BGKHOMFPHOIBBJLLLJBCBOFFC
EFNFFNEPKJONBDAKAHFHAFFEB
APBBBPAPIBMAKLJMHDBBANIBL
HHHHHHHPPPPHPHHPPHPHHHHHH

Minister Svenja Schulze
(r.) enjoyed a good
working atmosphere
during her tour through
the state.
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Assessing highly energyefficient buildings

A

new concept for the sustainable overall evaluation of the energy consumption of buildings was
presented by Prof. Dr. Feist, head of the Passive House Institute, at the 18th International Passive
House Conference in Aachen recently. The concept
envisages the use of a so-called renewable primary
energy requirement (PER). The latter is based on a
reference scenario in which all fossil and nuclear energy sources have been superseded by renewable and
permanently available ones.
The primary-energy consumption of buildings
was first analysed upon the introduction of the Energy Saving Regulation twelve years ago. For years,
it remained a good indicator for comparing energyefficiency. As renewable energy sources’ share of
overall energy supplies became ever greater, the primary energy factor for electricity fell in the course
of the years. In future, the simultaneity of generation and consumption, and the mode of storage, as
well, will be of central importance in the efficiency
of buildings. Primary-energy consumption has thus
become less and less suitable as a reliable measure when evaluating the overall energy-efficiency
of buildings.
The renewable primary energy factor (PER
factor) determined is comparatively stable vis-à-vis
changes in the primary electricity mix and the technology used, but is highly dependent on the particular
energy application and its consumption profile. PER
factors are therefore stated for various energy applications, such as heating, for example, or the generation of hot water. This concept takes account for the
first time of the simultaneity of primary-electricity
generation and the load profile of energy consumption.

According to Professor Feist,
heating using renewable energy
sources will present the greatest
problem in the future. Consumption for this purpose is highest in
the cold months of the year, when
the supply of utilisable renewable
energy, and of solar electricity, in
particular, is at its lowest. Energy
needs for cooling can be met using this
form of energy without difficulty, on the other
hand, because they coincide with primary-electricity
generation. From an ecological viewpoint, the cooling of highly efficient buildings will, in future, be less
problematical, and costly provisions for thermal insulation in summer may, under certain circumstances,
be less worthwhile.
Primary-energy consumption will, on the whole,
be lower in future, since conversion losses will also be
smaller, as a result of renewable energy sources’ large
share in direct utilisation of electricity. The future highcomplexity meeting of heating-energy needs will make
insulation, heat recovery and air-tightness in buildings
even more important, since the relative importance
of heating-energy needs will increase significantly.
In addition to energy-efficiency, the Passive
House Institute will, in future, also evaluate the building’s energy gains. The Passive House Standard is
thus being augmented with the “Passive House Plus”
and “Passive House Premium” categories. These state
the respective degree of coverage of the remaining
energy requirement from renewable sources. Categorisation is effected on the basis of PER requirement.
The heating-energy limits of max. 15 kWh/(m²a) and
the necessary air-tightness will remain unchanged.

Multi-family building to passive-house
standards in Brehmstrasse, Cologne

Student exchange with Ghana

E

conomics students from North Rhine-Westphalia now have the opportunity of spending a term
abroad in Ghana and acquiring practical skills
simultaneously under an exchange programme organised by the Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences and the West African nation’s University of Cape
Coast. The exchange students will prepare reports for
various industries on behalf of NRW companies interested in entering the Ghanaian market.
innovation & energy 3 | 2014

The two universities began exchanging professors, students and know-how under the “Entrepreneurship in Africa” programme title, with the aim of
generating sustainable economic growth in Ghana,
as early as 2012. The project, financed by the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, is to run initially until the end of 2014, and will
then be continued and expanded to include Nairobi,
in Kenya.

Infos: dierl@energieagentur.
nrw.de
AHEEEHAPJDJGCGHADLEFHGPDOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNLFDBPJCFCAONPEDEPBNFFFNB
KBDHMGFNLINKPJLGICBKKEMFONIPNODAJ
MFFODDFJJKOEKAICAKNNBAHDFPPKHMOGP
IGJNOCFEFBKOMGCAOKDPAFCLJBBGANBFL
EJFCJFFNGFFMDOAAOAANILBNIPLGNNBNA
MFFNFFEPCOHGPGELDMEAMJDMAHFHAOKOP
APBBBPAPIMNFPLCNBIGLMPDAEGEHHLDDC
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHHPPHPHPHPHPHHPHPP
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23.-26.9.2014

29.10.2014

WindEnergy
Hamburg 2014

Research for the
energy turnaround

From 23 to 26 September 2014, Hamburg
is the gateway to the world of wind energy and the venue for the new international
lead platform of the wind energy industry.
The Wind Power Network of EnergyAgency.NRW will also be present at the NRW
joint industry stand with the theme of “Innovations from NRW: the driving force behind the energy turnaround”.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/17563

The Cluster EnergyResearch.NRW (CEF.
NRW) will discuss the challenges facing
energy research at an event dedicated to
“Research for the Energy Turnaround” on
29 October 2014 in Düsseldorf. The event
will be attended by NRW Science Minister
Svenja Schulze and other highly-respected
experts.
www.cef.nrw.de

Electricity and heat
for NRW

28.10.2014

VDI Regulation for
wood pellet fuelled
installations
On 28 October 2014 in Bonn, EnergyAgency.NRW, in cooperation with the Association of German Engineers (VDI), will
be providing information on two new Regulations regarding the planning, construction and operation of wood pellet fuelled
installations up to 500 kW The two Regulations will be included in the conference
documents.
www.aktion-holzpellets.de
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2.-3.12.2014

Conference on CO2
reduction in Essen
The nova Institute and EnergyAgency.
NRW are issuing an invitation to the Haus
der Technik in Essen for an the international conference on the potentials of a
sustainable carbon dioxide economy. Wellknown speakers will analyse new technologies for harvesting and processing of CO2
and opportunities for production of various chemical, plastics and fuels.
www.kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.de

25.9.2014

The six winners of the “CHP Model Municipality” competition were present at
the Forum of the cogeneration campaign
CHP.NRW of the NRW Climate Protection
Ministry. The event took place in Düsseldorf and was moderated by WDR correspondent Thomas Heyer and attended
by experts and the interested public. The
Forum provided the opportunity to find out
about the significance of cogeneration for
the regional economy and the CHP initiatives in NRW.
www.kwk-für-nrw.de

joint invitation to a conference in the Haus
Düsse agricultural centre. The focus is on
utilisation of waste and residual materials and the use of biofuels in agriculture.
Funding policy and changes to legislation,
with their effects on the biofuel economy
in NRW.
www.kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.de

22.-24.11.2014

CHP Plant Information Days in
Wuppertal

3.-4.12.2014

The many different types of power and
heat cogeneration will be in the spotlight
at the 10th CHP Information Days in Wuppertal which will take place in Villa Media.
The information days offer an exhibition
and presentations of the subject on inclusive exchange of experience. The event is
being organised by BHKW-Forum e.V., the
Energy Consumers’ Association and EnergyAgency.NRW.
www.bhkw-info-tage.de and www.
kwk-für-nrw.de

From 3-4 December 2014, interested companies can exhibit at the NRW joint stand
at the “Renewable Energy Industrial Fair”
in Fukushima. Following its successful involvement in 2013, EnergyAgency.NRW is
planning another NRW Symposium.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/international

Companies travel to
Fukushima

27.11.2014

Prospects for
biofuels
The Centre for Sustainable Resources
NRW (“Zentrum für Nachhaltige Rohstoffe”) and EnergyAgency.NRW have issued a
innovation & energy 3 | 2014
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KlimaKonzept.NRW
Public institutions on the way to their own climate strategy

T

he climate protection legislation of the Land of
North Rhine-Westphalia includes the requirement
to create climate protection concepts. In addition
to the regional government and the local authorities,
the “other public institutions”, which are neither part of
the regional government nor are financed by municipal
funds, are defined as major players. They also have to
present a climate protection concept by February 2015.
In order not to leave these institutions out in the rain, the
state of NRW has commissioned EnergyAgency.NRW
with implementation of the “Klimakonzept.NRW” project. Although the project is primarily directed towards
these “other public institutions”, all other institutions
can also make use of the services and advice on offer
as well as the materials and any other support, or can
themselves play an active role in the project.

Energy – no stone left unturned
All activities – including the business carried out by
public or other institutions – have an impact on the
climate: energy is used for heating of the building, the
location determines the distance to be travelled by visitors, brochures and flyers consume paper etc. In addition, responsibility for climate protection cannot simply be pushed onto politicians or the local authorities.
Climate protection is the task of the whole of society
– and only when all possible energy-saving routes are
followed will we achieve our goals. The KlimaKonzept.
NRW project helps to determine and assess the climate-relevant aspects of an institution. Furthermore it
helps in developing a plan of action for climate protection and adaptation to the climate change.

How is the climate concept created?
The www.klimakonzept.nrw.de website acts as a support function and provider of ideas and help when it
comes to interpreting the law, and also supplies climate reports. It acts as a link to EnergyAgency.NRW
– in other words the site acts so to speak as the control
centre, offering all-round project support.
Data recording
For the purposes of data recording, a dedicated database with evaluation tool is available on the www.
klimakonzept.nrw.de website. The creators of the database were very careful only to ask for the data which
is absolutely necessary in order to make an assessment. Unnecessary research time and the creation
of “data graveyards” are thus consciously avoided.
innovation & energy 3 | 2014

Automatic initial assessment
Based on the data collected, the program creates
characteristic values which are compared to the typical values of similar buildings. Disproportionate extra
use becomes evident and therefore offers an indication
as to where more precise investigation of the energy
consumption could be worthwhile – in a simple way.
Planning of measures
If weaknesses are found, planning how to eliminate
them or improve matters is the next logical step. It
also makes logical sense to document in writing each
measure taken in order to achieve improvement, in
order to maintain an overview.
CO2 balance
Based on the data that is entered, the program creates a CO2 balance sheet. Generally accepted emission
factors and/or qualified estimated values are used as
a basis.
The Climate Report
As all the data are available on the Internet platform,
a current climate report can be generated whenever
required. This means that the measures and the progress achieved can be monitored over time.

What about the future?
As a first step, the energy consumptions in the building
are recorded within the tool. In the medium term, further relevant aspects – such as for example adaptation
to the results of climate change, business travel, paper
consumption, events and staff mobility – will be added.

www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17811
AHEEEHAPHAIMJKJHNCFIFPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBCELJGEHNPBGIPBNFFFNB
NCDGBBFGMBPNABIDMPHPNPIFAKJOD
HKGGHGFBCONEDJDPDAKKADKPLKHBC
PMJDKPFLLCPNHFPAFPJLFHIELCHKK
MFFNNNEPAAKONIMFCHBIAHFHAKHGC
APBBBPAPAIKFCDLLKJGICGEDEBHEP
HHHHHHHPPPPPHPHPPHPPPHPPHPHPP
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Hydropower: Study of potentials
presented in Arnsberg
Study and further information from the Arnsberg
District Government:
www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/17790
AHEEEHAPOFCPMALOPIACPPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPILIDMGJCFHEOAPBNFFFNB
IEHNLPFPJEBHALKAHFCFFKCHNALLJ
DDMDNNFDIJHGGDKCJKPAKGAFOANEI
KKDLINFHAPBAPHNFPFMBPCCOOINPA
MNNNFFEHLCBMIFFAINEKAHFHAANDI
APBBBPAPMFEMPJBOADDCACHBBLNBF
HHHHHHHPPPHPHHPPHPPHHPPHHHPPH

Big turbines, more
power: turbines
convert water into
electricity.
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P

rofessor Dr. André Niemann, from the University Duisburg/Essen, presented the study on the
theoretical potential of water power remaining in
the district of Arnsberg during the “11th Arnsberg Energy Dialogue”. Representatives from the water power,
nature conservation and fishery sectors met at the
event in order to discuss opportunities and risks.
“Water power is an important component within
the energy mix” emphasised NRW Climate Protection and Environment Minister Johannes Remmel
and District President Dr. Gerd Bollermann within the
context of the energy turnaround. They announced
their intention to identify “Top 10 locations” with a
high development and low conflict potential. The
important thing is to promote water power whilst

implementing the necessary measures for protection of fish.
Around 60 per cent of water power in NRW is
generated in the district of Arnsberg – also because of
its location in the “Mittelgebirge” mountain range. The
great advantage: consistency of supply. The challenge
consists of the EU Water Framework Directive which
involves measures for so-called “ecological passability” and protection of fish. Both objectives – more
water power and implementation of the EU Directive,
are anchored in the Federal Water Resources Act and
the NRW Coalition Agreement. These objectives have
to be weighed against each other from case to case
on an equal footing. Support funding is required, and
Minister Remmel indicated his agreement.

Hydropower: Arnsberg
shows the way
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Regional government
launches KlimaExpo.NRW

T

he regional government of North Rhine-Westphalia opened KlimaExpo.NRW in the presence
of many high-ranking figures from the world of
politics. In addition to Minister President Hannelore
Kraft, amongst others Climate Protection Minister
Johannes Remmel and Svenja Schulze, Minister for
Innovation, Science and Research from the Regional
Cabinet attended the event. Federal Minister of Economic Affairs Sigmar Gabriel and Rita SchwarzelührSutter, Parliamentary Undersecretary of State in the
Federal Ministry of the Environment from Berlin, also
came to demonstrate their support for the project in
the Lofthaus in Düsseldorf.
The KlimaExpo.NRW exhibition is intended to present positive examples and new developments from
the world of climate protection in innovative formats
through until 2022. “We will show examples which
have proven their worth in practice, which can be used
throughout the world and which open up new perspectives. In addition to new technologies – for example with
electric drives, energy storage systems and fuel cells –
system solutions will also be shown such as energy plus
houses, climate-friendly urban estates and car sharing. KlimaExpo.NRW is intended to be a melting pot

innovation & energy 3 | 2014

for ideas for NRW as an economic area and an engine
of technological and social progress, which exerts an
influence way beyond regional borders. The No. 1 industry and energy region in Germany should also become
No. 1 innovation region when it comes to questions of
climate and energy”, explained Minister President Kraft
at the KlimaExpo.NRW opening ceremony.
The regional government called for the creation
of KlimaExpo.NRW in order to utilise the energy turnaround, climate protection and the necessary adaptation to the results of climate change as driving forces
for sustainable development for the economy and
society of NRW. The Expo is designed to present the
technological and economic potential of North RhineWestphalia in this area. It is at one and the same time
an exhibition platform and melting pot of ideas for
NRW as an energy location – and not as a single event
at only one place and on only one day, but throughout
the region and over almost a decade until 2022.
AHEEEHAPOKHLOHBMJFHMLEAMOPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPICBGNGEGBLJCMPEPJPBNFFFNB
PAGLMOFLMKIFLBFCBKLIGNOIDIBCOANPI
FEKADFFMNAACHLCMPDPNPJGJCKAANINLJ
GKJPGFFLENPPAOKJMMFBBLOAAJAGOANEI
CKBJJNFGFJAEOGNIHCKGAFEIDKALPLNOA
MNFFFNEHDIPOIKPBKNGJJKPHAHFHAFNLA
APBBBPAPMOFCLIAIABGNPFOCACHFAKLFB
HHHHHHHPPHPHPHPHHPPHPPPPHHHHPPPPH

www.klimaexpo-nrw.de
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Lighting: The exhibition in Lindlar
shows light bulbs from the first days of
electrification.

An energy turnaround
in dark days…

E

www.energieagentur.
nrw.de/17640
AHEEEHAPNMDGCGFLKBGEJPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBKEKILJLMOAKEPBNFFFNB
OCPLCOFPENEIEFMLBMEDDDLGDOFKI
GHCKFEFFOCNPACPLADJGMPJMIGLNB
EEFIJEFEHGEIPJHMGMKHKLLHIOLGJ
MNNFNNEHLLKNOFAJBECEAHFHAGLKB
APBBBPAPGMFHHHPHJKFEGDGAHNLIM
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPHPHHPHP
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nergy turnaround is the theme – even if the exhibition has another name. In fact it is called “War and
Light. The dynamics of agricultural electrification
in the World War I”, and it will be open to visitors until
14 December. But what sounds as if it is past and gone
can teach us quite a lot about the present day, namely
about the experience of an “Energy Turnaround”.
The exhibition tells the story of the small energy
turnaround that took place at the start of the 20th
century: the electric light bulb took the place of the
paraffin lamp, electric power replaced mechanical or
muscle power in factories and fields. Or – in the words
of the exhibitors: agricultural labourer sought, motor
found! The Helia energy-saving bulb was the “latest
thing” and impressed the public with 60 hours carbon
filament life. The light switches in a house testified to
the social status of its inhabitants.
Supplying electricity to farms and villages was
the responsibility of the users themselves. The people combined to form collectives. Those who tapped
overhead lines with a hook on a cable were considered innovators. However, electricity also initiated a
cultural conflict, particularly as a source of light. On
the occasion of the centenary of the Neuss electric
power stations in 2005, Jens Metzdorf, Director of
the Neuss city archive, wrote that lighting and acceleration of the rhythm of life constituted an “attack on
the senses”. The population was sceptical and had to
be convinced. Despite this, World War I led to popu-

larisation of the new form of energy. The title of the
exhibition leads to the false conclusion, that the war
was the cause and electrification the effect – in other
words, the war somehow had a positive effect because
it led to electrification.
However, since the war not only destroyed towns
and the countryside, but also the human mind, by destroying the basis for earning a living and life itself, in
fact it increased suffering. Electrification promised
– literally as a result of suffering and necessity – if
not a definitive solution, at least an alleviation. At the
end of the exhibition tour, the present awaits. During
the reign of the Kaiser, the “despoiling” of the landscape by electricity pylons was a subject of considerable complaint. The objections were similar to those
raised against wind turbines today – as a display board
informs us! The arguments were the same, it was a
matter of protecting nature and the health of human
beings. However, landscapes have little if anything
to do with nature. For what appears as nature is on
closer examination mainly determined by culture and
civilisation – namely by the determination to change
nature from a wilderness into a form which can be
tolerated by and of benefit to human beings, to gain
possession of nature and to become “masters and
owners of nature” (Descartes). In fact, the supposedly
virtuous intention to protect nature sometimes turns
into mere “upholding of the status quo” – or even the
simple desire to protect property and possessions.
innovation & energy 3 | 2014

Saving energy
with smart cloud
computing
Data centres really gobble up energy. Clever
cloud computing can help.

U

“Krieg und Licht. Zur Dynamik
der ländlichen Elektrifizierung um
1914“ – an exhibition at the openair museum in Lindlar which runs
until 14 December 2014.
Opening times: until 31 October Tuesday – Sunday 10:00 to 18:00,
as from 1 November, 10:00 to
16:00.
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se of the Internet for providing
modern services has long been a
part of everyday life, and the servers which provide the services generally
run unseen in the background. However,
taken as a whole, the technology which is
involved gives rise to considerable energy
consumption. “At the moment, electricity
consumption for information and communications technology in German amounts
to 55 TWh each year”, according to a study
by the Fraunhofer Institute for Reliability
and Microintegration. This is equivalent
to 10 per cent of all electricity consumption in Germany, with an upwards trend.
So-called Green IT offers a wide variety of
intelligent concept opportunities to use resources more efficiently based on need.
This saves energy and costs.
EnergyAgency.NRW makes consistent use of cloud computing for ENFOLIO,
the web portal for educational material in
the energy sector at www.enfolio.de. It is not only the data
that are in the Cloud, computing services are also provided
by virtual cloud servers. The
energy and cost-saving potentials of cloud applications
are enormous and result from
economies of scale: through
the use of clouds, a large
number of small, less efficient and in some cases only
partially utilised decentralised servers are replaced by
a few highly-optimised data
centres that are run in an energy-efficient way. Because
they are flexible as regards
siting, they can be placed at

cool locations, which saves costs and energy for server cooling.
ENFOLIO, with the “Jelastic Cloud”
software from Dortmund Platform-as-aService provider “dogado”, is operated on
servers in the data centre of Host Europe.
Based on a consistent sustainability strategy of Host Europe, this centre achieves
25 per cent higher energy efficiency than
a data centre of conventional construction.
An important point, for each year around
10 TWh of IT electricity consumption is
used by data centres alone (Federal Environment Agency (UBA) / RAL “Blue Angel”
2010). What is special about “dogado” is
that its “Jelastic Cloud” software automatically scales the dimensioning and performance of the virtual servers, depending on
the number of users who are logged on at
any one time. The advantage for ENFOLIO:
up to 90 per cent less energy consumption
and corresponding cost savings.
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pro & contra

Biofuels from residual
and waste materials?
Almost every car driver has a certain amount of bio-fuel in the tank.
But the biomass from which the fuel should be made is the subject
of current discussions within the European Union. The idea is that
field crops should be used less, and waste and residual materials
more. Opinions differ as to whether or not this is the right approach.
So: In favour of waste etc.? Or against?

Timo Broeker,
University of Applied Sciences
Westfalen-Lippe
Ethanol Working Group

Günter Barten,
P.R.O. e.V. REGIOOEL,
Eschweiler

pro

C

limate change, the energy turnaround and bottlenecks in energy and raw material supply
mean that the use of sustainable raw materials, and in particular of organic waste and residues, is
being vigorously driven forward. This does not mean
that what is on our plates and in our schnapps glasses
will suffer. As a scientist I consider making current
conversion technologies for biomass more efficient
and flexible, and developing ways of producing biofuels from residual and waste materials, to be vital tasks.
In NRW strong networks exist which are driving
forward the processes and products needed for a
bio-based economy. In the area around Münster, for
example, scientists have succeeded in developing energy-autonomous production processes for bioethanol based on biogenic residual and waste materials.
Biomass utilisation will not survive in future
without intelligent processes in the sense of biorefineries. It is desirable that the corresponding research
work regarding possible mobilisation of biogenic
waste and residual materials is intensified further. In
practice, I personally am hoping for initiatives which
integrate the value creation from agricultural distilleries into climate protection concepts. With regard
to short and medium-term replacement of fossil fuels
in the mobility sectors, I do not see any real alternative to biofuels.
Contact: timo.broeker@hs-owl.de
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contra

A

ction is needed for climate and environmental
protection! However: since 1990, emissions
from the traffic sector have only been reduced
to a moderate extent in Germany. Biofuels covered
5.3 per cent of fuel requirements last year – with a
downwards trend. I doubt that climate targets can be
achieved based on this.
Biofuels have to defend themselves against
unjustified criticism. Vegetable oils, biodiesel and
bioethanol are products which are manufactured,
used and disposed of in closed loops on a regional basis. It is too often forgotten that animal feed
also results when biofuels are produced, and this
provides protein for the food sector. P.R.O. e.V.
advises that what is possible now should be done
now, instead of waiting for the “technologies of the
future”.
Of course it is important to develop technologies
for making use of biomass from residual materials.
However, it is not certain that residual products available in our region are present in sufficient quantities
in order to make a significant contribution to biofuel
production.
The promised conversion processes are also still
in the future. It cannot be that biofuels are the universal means of fulfilling climate targets, as one approach
does not exclude the other!
Contact: Günter Barten, info@regiooel.de
innovation & energy 3 | 2014
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From currant buns to
hydropower screws
“German Mill Day” in 2014 provided the
framework for the inauguration of a new
hydropower screw on the Bocholter Aa
river. And the guests were served with a
very appropriate and tasty snack – spiral
currant buns!
The screw supplies around 70 average-sized households with electricity.
With a capacity of 55 kW, annual output of
around 250.000 kWh is expected. A clear
advantage of hydropower is in fact the relatively high number of hours which are run
at full capacity. The water availability – a
technical term describing water volume –
generally only varies slightly over the day
at the Bocholter Aa and supply calculations
based on it are therefore very reliable. The
plant is remotely monitored using state of
the art light wave technology and has been
in trial operation since the beginning of the
year. However, the ribbon was only officially
cut by Dirk Nienhaus, Technical Director of
Rhegio Natur GmbH, on “German Mill Day”.
An aspect which is always particularly important when planning hydropower
plants is the protection of fish. In traditional

installations, when a Francis or Kaplan turbine is used, fine grids prevent the fish from
entering the machinery. Fish passes are
generally designed in such a way that the
fish can navigate around the plant without
danger. However, in the case of a hydropower screw, this is only necessary for upstream fish migration. The fish can manage
the downstream migration over the screw
by themselves. With a rotational speed of
26 rotations per minute, the screw allows
the fish easily to overcome differences in
height for which a conventional fish pass
would otherwise be needed. In Bocholt the
height differential is two metres.
The costs for construction of the total
plant, in other words the hydropower plant
and the fish pass, which were planned by
the Flick engineering consultancy, amount
to around 550,000 euros. The plant should
have paid for itself in around 15 years. The
plant has received funding from the Regional Government of North Rhine-Westphalia to the tune of 55,000 euros within
the framework of the progres.nrw-funding
programme.
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in a nutshell

Instructive energy show for
schools
For schools still looking for
places to make trips to in the
coming school year the Agricultural Experimental and Educational Center Haus Düsse
(“Versuchs- und Bildungszentrum Landwirtschaft Haus
Düsse”) in Bad Sassendorf
can offer an educational energy show. In it Haus Düsse give
information on how to operate
a business in an economically
efficient way and to intensify
the expansion of renewable
energy. There are numerous
demonstration installations to
see – from wood pellet heating
to the photovoltaic system.
www.duesse.de

Hydrogen as a complement
and alternative
150 people attended the 6th
German Hydrogen Congress
in the NRW representation
in Berlin. The central topic
was the role of hydrogen as a
large-scale storage facility for
renewably generated power
and as a fuel for emissionfree mobility. According to the
NRW Climate Protection Minister Remmel the NRW state
government is convinced that
hydrogen will be a major factor
in the future energy economy.
Enak Ferlemann, Parliamentary Secretary of State in the
Federal Transport Ministry, is
backing the technology. It is,
he says, and important alternative in the transport domain
to battery-driven vehicles,
whose power and range are
still limited.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de
(dates/documentation)

New brochures on hydrogen
Recently the hydrogen brochure of the EnergyAgency.
NRW also appeared in English. The brochure bears the
title “Hydrogen – the Key to the
Overall Energy Turnaround”
and gives examples of the
production and application of
hydrogen in NRW. The information flyers on the Network have
also been published. They are
available in German and English as downloads or in printed
form via the brochures service
of the EnergyAgency.NRW.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de
(Info & Service)

Well run!
Under the heading “We Do the
Mileage for Rhine and Ruhr!”
ten employees of the RhineRuhr Model Region and the
EnergyAgency.NRW ran 75
miles for a good cause in the
Vivawest Marathons. “A great
achievement and we are happy about the commitment
shown by the sponsors, without whom the donations totalling 1,000 euros would not
have come together,” Georg
Grothues (Head of the Project
Coordination Department for
the Rhine-Ruhr Model Region)
explained.
The total amount has already been transferred to the
children’s hospice Kinderhospiz Arche Noah e.V. in Gelsenkirchen.

